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The Human Dimension
in
Shipping Technology

Viewpoint

The world is changing fast and although the pace and impact of technological
developments will vary from one sector to another, they will touch the lives of every single
person and every single economic sector.

A changing world

wider society are often neglected .
The world is changing fast, and so are New technologies and artificial
the ways of producing and exchanging intelligence assisting seafarers could
goods due in particular to the rapid
promote safer and more efficient
advances in technology and the trends workplaces. New technologies and
towards an increased automation in
artificial intelligence leading or
the workplace.
replacing seafarers is a whole
Yet it is difficult to accurately predict different story.
the impact on employment and what Sustainability
the job market will look like
‘sustainability’ should be at the
twenty to thirty years from now. Ship- heart of every policy and business
ping is not immune from these devel- decision regarding digitalization and
opments. Shipboard
automation in shipping. New
technology, information and communi- technologies should be used in a way
cation data exchange and shore-based to make the industry more
support systems are fast
sustainable on a social, economic and
evolving and one can only wonder
ecological level .
what the impact for shipping and sea- No ‘one-size-fits-all ‘
farers will be in the medium - to-long It is important to acknowledge that
term .
certain shipping services or operations
The benefits that new technologies
are more fit for being automated than
can bring are often discussed only in others. The scenario of all
terms of growth, productivity
shipping services being fully
gain and profitability, whilst the
automated and autonomous in the
reduction of drudgery of work, the
short-term is most probably not a very
improvement of working and living
useful or realistic one.
conditions and the contribution to the
MARITIME TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
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Safety First
The combination of new technologies
(electrification of propulsion systems,
increased automation,
connectivity to shore, computing power and analytics capabilities) and artificial intelligence can lead
to new aids for safer navigation, preventative maintenance, and shorebased support which would
greatly increase efficiency and safety
of operations.

The benefits that new
technologies can bring are
often discussed only in
terms of growth,
productivity gain and
profitability, whilst the
reduction of drudgery of
work, the improvement of
working and living
conditions and the
contribution to the
wider society are often
neglected .
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The Human Dimension
in
Shipping Technology

the European Commission believes that digital and technological developments in shipping will
result in a shift from on-board to on-shore employment requiring new, innovative skills.
There are still many concerns as to the
faith that we can put onto an
algorithm to save the lives of human
beings.
In case of autonomous vessels sailing
together with manually controlled
tugs and towage vessels in dense
traffic zones there is an increased risk
of accidents and additionally there are
moral questions that arise.
In addition, there is the question of
liability in case of accidents and who
holds it if there is no master
onboard.
In addition, there is the threat of
cyber pirates hacking into automated
shipping systems and putting
security of shipping services at risk.
Cyber security is hence a major topic
of concern for all stakeholders
seeing an interest in digitalizing and
automating their operations.

High Standards
Different jurisdictions governing and
impacting on the implementation of
new technologies in shipping should
be discussed together with the
creation of possible parallel
legislative requirements.

changes in the (near) future (e.g.
cyber & digital, risks & reliability,
system engineering & integration, and
transversal skills such as critical
thinking). This will require for an
increased investment of shipping
companies in continuous training
and a company culture of lifelong
learning.

Green Shipping
new technologies in the shipping
industry should serve to better
preserve the (marine) environment
and help to decrease the air pollution
exhausted by the shipping industry.
In case of investment in research and
development of new technologies for
the shipping industry priority should
be rewarded to alternative green ship
technologies to propel the vessels of
the future (wind, sun, waves energy,
towing kites, Flettner Ship, etc.) and
marine technologies aimed at reducing
if not removing the dependency on
fossil fuel.

European Transport Workers’
Federation (ETF)

Life-long learning
Adequate training, education and
upskilling of seafarers to cope with
these technological developments is
primordial.
Traditional critical skills will continue
to be needed but will have to be
complemented with skills to control
and manage digital trends and

Current seafarers
should be able to be
re-trained or
upskilled in view of
providing them with
more sustainable
long-term career
perspectives
towards a career
ashore in the
maritime industry

This article is adapted from An ETF plea to the industry and regulators for a humancentered approach to automation in shipping, released in Brussels, 13 July 2018.
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Algorithms fully in
control of
autonomous vessels
should be able to
comply with
international
regulation (SOLAS,
COLREGS, UNCLOS)
which is very
complex to realize.
How to ensure
immediate
emergency response if
no one is on the
vessel? And what
about the UNCLOS
requirements on
manning?
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Under the Umbrella of Smart Digital
Port (SDP) :Top 5 Emerging Port
Technologies
OCTOBER 2019

PORT TECHNOLOGY

Recent years have seen rapid advancements in technological innovation and this is having
a huge impact in ports and terminals. this article, compiles the top 5 emerging port
technologies
From the growth of cloud
connectivity to the increasing use of
drones to monitor terminal operations,
2019 has been a period of real
technological progress in the ports and
terminals industry.
The rapid advancements in technology
have made it possible to work towards
a smart ecosystem – of which ports
will be core – where supply chain data
flows seamlessly. Below are the top 5
emerging port technologies.

more efficiently and in an environmentally friendly way.
While drones are already utilized to
transport high-value or emergency
cargo, they could potentially be used
throughout the supply chain.
With the roads and seas highly
congested, drones have the potential
to increase efficiency, as well as cut
emissions, costs and waste.
The EU Transport Commissioner Violeta
Bulc has recently launched a European
network for drone demonstration
Drones
Autonomous drones could revolutionize projects, in order to share knowledge
on how to keep drone operations safe,
the supply chain and provide muchneeded disruption to an industry that secure and green.
has remained largely unchanged since 5G Networks
the 1950s.
With the development of 5G, which is
While seemingly unbelievable at one
designed to improve the flow of
time, the global drone and logistics
information and enable automation
market is worth around US$24 million and artificial intelligence (AI), ports all
(according to 2018 figures) and this
over the world are eager to take
number is expected to grow to $1.6
advantage of this technological breakbillion by 2027.
through.
Behind this growth is an everFor example, Hamburg, one of the
increasing need to transport goods
largest European ports, has tested 5G
MARITIME TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
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technology as it sets itself up as a hub
for next-generation industrial mobile
communications.
According to trials conducted by the
port, 5G will support engineers on site
to monitor and optimize construction
planning. By the end of 2019, there
were hopes that 5G could be applied to
day-to-day operations at major ports
and terminals and become a standard
technology in smart operations.
As well as that, Ericsson, a leading
provider of digital communication
services, has recently announced the
launch of new software and hardware
solutions to expand 5G deployment
options.
Drones
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Under the Umbrella of Smart Digital
Port (SDP) :Top 5 Emerging Port
Technologies

According to a statement, the solutions
will extend network capacity and
coverage, as well as facilitating a
range of consumer and industry use
cases.
In February 2019, Ericsson revealed
that it would cooperate with mobile
service provider China Unicom to
develop a 5G ‘smart’ harbor at the Port
of Qingdao, China.

Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL), a carrier that
invested heavily in innovative
technologies, has tested a container
tracking management system that
employs optical sensors to detect
changes in condition, including whether
or not the container is opened by an
unauthorized party.
The Finnish Geospatial Research
Institute and Aalto University have
partnered with maritime solution
Internet-of-Things
providers Fleetrange and Tallink Grupp
5G could also pave the way for other
on a project to develop autonomous
technologies, with the flexible and fast shipping.
network able to function in tandem
Funded by the European Space Agency
alongside the Internet of Things (IoT). (ESA), the goal of the joint venture is
IoT is a means of connecting physical
to develop techniques for safe
objects and for ports and terminals, it navigation using a combination of
means that equipment can transfer
different sensors, machine learning
data through sensor technology and
tools and AI.
make everyday operations
SDP19 has seen an exclusive panel of
independent, automated and efficient. c-level experts discuss IoT as the
Companies such as ABB are already
foundation of the Smart Digital Ports
investing in the shift towards sensors, of the Future .
a movement that has applications for
the container shipping industry beyond Internet of Vehicles
the everyday operations of ports and While smart solutions based on IoT
terminals.
solutions have been implemented

widely at major ports and terminals,
powering the drive towards

Sensor Technology
automation, the Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) remains at an earlier stage of
development. Nonetheless, this trend
could accelerate in 2020 and facilitate
more effective management of port
traffic, increasing safety by lowering
the chance of collisions.
For example, some of the leading port
facilities in Europe integrating IoV
technology, with the Port of Valencia
and MSC Mediterranean Shipping
Company working together to
integrate a new truck solution from
Traxens.

1-While drones are already utilized to transport high-value or
emergency cargo, they could potentially be used throughout the
supply chain.
2-According to trials conducted by the port of Hamburg, 5G will
support engineers on site to monitor and optimize construction
planning. By the end of 2019, 5G could be applied to day-to-day
operations at major ports and terminals and become a standard
technology in smart operations.
3-IoT is a means of connecting physical objects and for ports and
terminals, it means that equipment can transfer data through
sensor technology and make everyday operations independent,
automated and efficient.
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Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality (AR) has opened up
enormous opportunities to improve day
-to-day port operations.
In short, AR is an interactive
experience of a real-world environment
where objects are enhanced by
computer-generated perceptual
information.
One example of AR technology working
in maritime is by the visual support
provided to crewmembers during their
watch-keeping and ship operations
through real-time video imagery and
voyage information.
Japanese carrier MOL, part of the
shipping alliance Ocean Network
Express (ONE), recently announced it
will install an augmented reality (AR)
navigation system on 21 of its very
large crude oil carriers (VLCC).
According to a statement, the system
displays information on other vessels
sailing on a vessel’s planned route and
surrounding sea areas and other ocean
conditions, such as water depth.
Augmented reality depends upon a
solid understanding of data.

Under the Umbrella of Smart Digital
Port (SDP) :Top 5 Emerging Port
Technologies

Internet of vehicles

How all of these
new technologies

need to be
implemented is
often a much
more difficult
question to
answer than the
‘why?’ and
‘what?’

questions.

Augmented Reality

Port Technology International

Japanese carrier MOL, part
of the shipping alliance
Ocean Network Express
(ONE),
recently announced it will
install an augmented reality
(AR) navigation system on
21 of its very large crude oil
carriers (VLCC)
MARITIME TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
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Is 4FOLD Foldable Container a readymade remedy for IMO 2020
headaches?
NOVEMBER 2019

CONTAINER TECHNOLOGY

Holland Container Innovations (HCI), the developer of the 4FOLD foldable ISO
shipping container, is rolling out a new business model that could help the shipping
industry tackle its Sulphur and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions problems.
In an interview at the Intermodal
Europe exhibition in Hamburg , Simon
Bosschieter, sales director of the
Netherland-based company,
told WorldCargo News Online that,
since the innovative box concept had
been proven to be effective through
shipping trials, the company is now
implementing a new logistics model
that will allow the 4FOLD container to
build a significant market presence.
To allow shippers and shipping lines to
take advantage of this solution, HCI is
establishing three ‘Green Lanes’ –
fixed A to B routes where 4FOLD containers will operate – comprising
Europe-South Africa, China-Europe and
China-Australia.
As several speakers emphasized in
presentations at the Intermodal Europe
conference, the shipping industry faces
a major hurdle with the forthcoming
IMO 2020 cap on the Sulphur content in
bunkers. HCI believes that its 4FOLD
solution can therefore play a key role
in reducing sulphur emissions, as well
as tackling growing concerns over CO2
emissions in the supply chain, because
four 4FOLD container units can be
carried in the place of one conventional
container for the empty repositioning
shipping leg.
“ The shipping lines really need to
address this issue, so our solution is a
way for them to deal with their
problem,” said Hans Broekhuis, CEO of

HCI.
“And some shippers don’t even
realize the CO2 impact of the empty
repositioning leg, and are shocked
when they find out.” With
traceability and sustainability high
on the agenda of blue-chip shippers,
HCI believes that many will be keen
to act.
The company has developed a process
to calculate the reductions in CO2
emissions on its Green Lanes, for
both the land and sea legs.
Broekhuis emphasized to WorldCargo
News Online that the new logistics
model is a service. HCI will work with
both the shipper and the shipping lines
over the long term. “The shipper
doesn’t even need to buy any
hardware,” explained Broekhuis.
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Four 4FOLD
container units
can be carried in
the place of one
conventional
container for the
empty
repositioning
shipping leg.
4 FOLD was rewarded
with the Promising
Innovation Award at
the International
Transport Forum 2014.
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Bosschieter said that HCI is talking to
all the top 10 shipping lines to set up its
service, as well as major volume
shippers on the scale of IKEA, though he
declined to name any at this time.
However, he did confirm that 4FOLD
containers are currently in production at
Dong Fang International Container in
China, but did not reveal any numbers.
HCI does not intend to own the
container inventory, and Broekhuis said
the 4FOLD units would be financed and
enter the market in the same way as
conventional ISO containers, through
shipping line and leasing company purchasing.
Establishing fixed routes overcomes a
potential drawback of foldable
containers, namely that operations and
maintenance can be focused within the
closed loop and does not need to be
spread across the world. “Our Green
Lanes deal with that issue and will mean
stable flows of the container
equipment,” said Bosschieter.
HCI will provide training on folding and
unfolding the 4FOLD containers at
handling facilities at each end of each
Green Lane, and the firm emphasized
that these are the only locations where
spare parts inventories will need to be
kept and where damage inspection will
take place. Local container repair depots
will also receive any relevant training.
HCI is clearly confident in its new
proposition. “We have a ready-to-go
solution for an urgent problem for both
shippers and shipping lines, so why
wouldn’t they want to adopt it?” asked
Broekhuis.
Empty containers are transported over

land and sea, as well as stored and
handled. Employing the 4FOLD, 40FT
container can lead to significant savings,
according to research:
- Up to 25% cost savings on the sea leg
- Up to 46% cost savings on the land leg
- Up to 25% quay time savings in the
terminal
- Up to 75% storage space saving.

WorldCargo On-Line

A real
environment
concern
THE YEARLY
MPACT OF
EMPTY
CONTAINER
TRANSPORT
20% OF THE
CONTAINERS AT
SEA ARE EMPTY

40% OF THE

CONTAINERS AT
LAND ARE
EMPTY

25BN EURO IS
SPENT ON EMPTY
REPOSITIONING

1BN TON
CO2 EMISSIONS,
DUE TO EMPTY
REPOSITIONING

Parents of college graduates often marvel at their progeny's ability to master complex
subjects and earn advanced degrees in the disciplines, while apparently forgetting how
to complete simple tasks like folding their own laundry.
A team of researchers at the Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands has
bucked this stereotype by taking the art of folding to new levels. While looking for
ways to cut the costs of repositioning empty shipping containers, the team envisioned
a container that could be folded flat when empty and then popped open when needed. That concept became the basis for Holland Container Innovations (HCI), a company
spun off from the university in 2008 to promote what it calls the
"4Fold foldable shipping container."
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Under Covid-19 Is it the right time to
transform into e B/Ls ?
MAY 2020

DIGITIZATION

The Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA) said the COVID-19
pandemic has made the need for a standardized industry e-bill of lading
(eBL) greater than ever.
demand delivery of the goods from
the carrier.
Banks which finance international
Bills of lading (B/Ls) in paper
trade (through letters of credit or
format have for several centuries otherwise) may obtain security
been the principal transport
over the goods by taking a pledge
document covering the carriage of of the original B/L and thus use
goods by sea. One or more original this concept of constructive
B/Ls will be issued by the carrier
possession to provide security for
(or his agent) upon shipment of the that finance. However, for the
goods. The B/L will identify the
pledge to be effective, the bank
shipper, who is often the seller of must have physical possession of
the goods, and it may also identify the original B/L
the consignee and a notify party.
Transforming to the digital
Traditionally the B/L has three
age and the E- Bill of Lading:
functions:
There is no single definition of an
- It operates as a receipt in that it eB/L, but in broad terms an eB/L is
confirms that the goods have been an electronic record which aims to
shipped on board the vessel at a
have the functional equivalence of
named port for delivery to a named an original paper B/L. It should be
destination;
possible to transfer the eB/L from
- It is evidence of the contract of
carriage in that it either sets out
the terms on which those goods are
Based in Amsterdam,
carried or incorporates terms from
DCSA was launched in
another document, such as
April 2019 to create
a charterparty;
common information
technology standards.
- It is a "negotiable document of
Its nine members —
title" to the goods in that
CMA CGM, Evergreen
constructive possession of the
Marine, Hapag-Lloyd,
goods may be transferred by
HMM, Maersk, MSC,
consignment or endorsement of the
ONE, Yang Ming and
original B/L to a buyer or a bank.
ZIM — make up about
This constructive possession gives
70% of global
the new lawful holder the right to
container ship

What is the Bill of Lading
(B/L)?

capacity.
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one holder to another in a manner
which ensures that there is only one
holder at any one moment and that
multiple copies cannot be put into
circulation. It is not, for instance,
sufficient to take a paper bill of
lading, make a PDF image of it and
then transmit it down the chain.
Although the transmission of a PDF
copy of the document by email is both
quick and cheap, it is not secure and,
more importantly, does not guarantee
that there is only a single holder of
the document at any one time.
Any eB/L solution must also be
compatible with the various separate
contracts which arise in a single
international trade transaction. These
may include the sale and purchase
contract, the contract of carriage, the
insurance contract and letters of
credit.
A few proprietary systems seek to
provide registered users ("members")
with the ability to create, transfer
and receive an eB/L and other
shipping documents in a manner
which is both secure and has a unique
holder at any one time. These systems
are often referred to as "Club"
systems because one has to be
a member in order to have access to
the system and to benefit from the
services it offers.
The transmission of rights and
liabilities simultaneously with the
transmission of electronic documents
is governed by contractual
arrangements between members and
the proprietary system. With the
development of distributed ledger
technology (such as blockchain), there
is much talk of trade and trade

finance moving into the digital age.

The Legal Status of EB/Ls
the legal status of eB/Ls is still very
unclear. Most of the ten countries
have some form of legislation
allowing contracts to be created and
signed electronically but only the USA
has any specific law currently supporting the use of eB/Ls. In some
circumstances it may be possible to
establish rights based on an electronic
acknowledgement given by the carrier
to the holder of the eB/L, but there is
no clear pattern on how far a holder
could rely on such an acknowledgement in the absence of a contractual
relationship between the holder and
the carrier. Likewise, the legal status
of a paper B/L that has been
converted from an eB/L is uncertain.
In many of the ten countries there
was support for recognizing such a
document as equivalent to
a traditional paper B/L, but the
question of whether the effective
date of the document is the date the
eB/L was originally issued or the date
of the conversion remains in doubt.
The systems which are currently best
able to operate with eB/Ls are the
"Club" systems which are based on
contractual arrangement agreed in
advance between the parties.
For the eB/L to be legally and
commercially effective, it must be
unique and secure.
an eB/L is an electronic record which
aims to replicate the three traditional
functions of an original paper B/L
listed above, i.e. it is a receipt for the
goods; it is evidence of the contract of
carriage and it is a negotiable
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document of title.
This replication is usually referred to
as "functional equivalence". In order
to achieve functional equivalence, the
eB/L does not have to mirror precisely
the operation of an original paper B/
L, but the holder of an eB/L must be
in much the same position as the
holder of the original paper B/L. In
the absence of any substantive law on
eB/Ls in most jurisdictions, functional
equivalence has to be achieved
through contractual arrangements
between the parties to the
transaction. That concept works as
between those contracting parties,
but it may run into difficulties when
third parties claim rights over the
goods.
Will the law catch up with the
technology so that rights and
liabilities under an eB/L can be
transferred without specific
contractual agreement? At present,
that remains uncertain, but the
adoption of the UNCITRAL - the United
Nations Commission on International
Trade Law -model law by major
trading countries would be
a significant step forward.

In January DCSA
released its first set of
open standards,
guidelines on
processes, data and
interface standards for
tracking and tracing
ocean containers.
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Nine carriers in the Digital Container
Shipping Association say eliminating
paper from transactions will improve
all aspects of the process.
DCSA also has pegged $4 billion in
annual savings for the container
shipping industry with 50% eBL
adoption. The nonprofit announced the
launch of a collaborative effort to push
for those savings through eBL
standardization and implementation.
“For any robust technology, such as
block chain or digital ledger, to safely
deliver an eBL from end to end, data

In March DCSA issued
a guide designed to
facilitate vessel
readiness to comply
with the International
Maritime
Organization
Resolution MSC.428
(98) on
Maritime Cyber Risk
Management in Safety
Management Systems.

modeling and transmission standards
need to be in place. If everyone who
touches the eBL is using the same data
format and communication standards,
it can be transported seamlessly
regardless of preexisting relationships
between stakeholders. Digital
standards will enable interoperability
between all stakeholders, such as
system providers, shippers, carriers,
banks and regulators,” DCSA said.
As part of this initiative, DCSA will
develop open-source standards for
necessary legal terms and conditions as
well as definitions and terminology to
facilitate communication among
customers, container carriers,
regulators, financial institutions and
other industry stakeholders.
“DCSA’s mission is to drive alignment
and digital standardization to enable
transparent, reliable, easy-to-use,
secure and environmentally friendly
container transportation services.
Digitizing documentation, starting with
the bill of lading, is key to the simplification and digitization of global
trade,” said DCSA CEO Thomas Bagge.
“The transformation that has taken
place in the airline industry is
an example of what’s possible if we
work together. The e-AWB is now the
norm rather than the exception among
air carriers.”
Bagge, who joined DCSA from Maersk,
said an eBL guide will not be issued
until the organization has completed
gathering information from
stakeholders.
“We intend to spend until the end of
the summer basically analyzing the
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main pain points of the industry … to
understand what they see as a need
and the opportunity there,” Bagge
said. “We want to make sure that
people are heard and it’s an industry
with many stakeholders.”
Conversations will take place with
customers as well as providers.
“The shipping industry has been quite
impressive in helping to drive down
costs, but from our point of view, the
next round of that must come from an
improved customer experience,” Bagge
said.
He pointed to other industries that
have successfully improved the
customer experience through
technology.
“Our smartphones work all over the
globe now. In the 2000s, they didn’t.
We had to have different SIM cards in
Europe or the U.S. or Japan. Thanks to
digital standards, that has been
removed now. We also have it in
banking, where we use IBAN codes to
transfer money all over the world,”
Bagge said.
Customers and regulators are
clamoring for similar gains in container
shipping. Bagge referred to a recent
meeting with U.S. Customs and Border
Protection in which he was told of “the
challenges they have with receiving
analog-driven data from paper bills of
lading. … The data quality is really,
really poor. They really, really want to
see this.
Better data and increased visibility
would prove vital in situations in which
dangerous goods cause fires or other
onboard mishaps.
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“I foresee a world where you are held
liable for the information you provide
to shipping lines so … if you’re shipping dangerous goods, you will be held
liable for what you put in there,”
Bagge said.
An eBL could work hand in hand with
the internet of things (IOT), said
Bagge. He expects great stride in eBL
adoption and IOT advancements in the
next five to seven years.
“I foresee that in the coming years
we will see more and more IOTenabled containers. You will be able to
monitor the temperature in that container, what’s the humidity, what’s
the CO2 level and oxygen level, has
the container been opened. And I
think we will be able to see as you get
more IOT, you’ll be able to detect fires
better, you’ll be able to respond much
quicker, you’ll be able to make people
liable for anything that happens,” he
said.
DCSA was formed in part so its
members could collaboratively push
forward new technologies.
“We bring all the nine carriers
together and we do that every six
weeks. We typically bring them together face to face but we can’t do
that these days. We use video
conferencing and then we debate. We
reanalyze the data first and foremost
that we’ve gotten, and we try and
envision the future if you will,” Bagge
said.
“They share the problems. They’re
slightly different because of their IT
processes but it’s the same problem
they’re trying to solve. I think that’s
been very encouraging for us. You
could always argue it could be

implemented quicker with the carriers or that legislation could be quicker, but it’s not something that keeps
me awake at night.”
Thus Bagge does not foresee
a problem reaching eBL consensus
among DCSA’s various European and
Asian members.
“If we compare the front page of the
bills of lading, they’re probably 95%
identical,” said Bagge, noting that
only 27 countries thus far formally
have ratified eBL acceptance. “What
matters is the U.S. has already
ratified it. Many European countries
have already ratified it. We do
believe there’s certainly enough
cargo that moves in those corridors to
make a real dent in the paper bill of
lading. Our expectation is that there
will be fast followers once countries
realize the benefits.”
DCSA said eBL progress has been
accelerated as a result of the COVID19 crisis.
“A number of DCSA members have
reported a sharp increase in eBL
adoption in an effort to keep trade
moving. In addition, the International
Group of P&I Clubs (IGP&I), which provides indemnity insurance to around
90% of the world’s oceangoing
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tonnage, has picked up the pace on
approving eBL solution providers, with
two added in the last six months to a
total of six approved so far,” DCSA
said.
As Bagge talked during today’s workfrom-home world with his four
children in the background, he considered the future from
an environmental standpoint.
“How are we going to leave the planet
for our kids and for everybody else?
We have paper all over the world
today,” Bagge said. “I think we can do
better.”

https://www.freightwaves.com
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Cooperation with an external party
Breeds Innovation in The Maritime
Industry
JUNE 2020

SHIP DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

By forming symbiotic relationships, both companies can concentrate on their core
businesses while drawing on the expertise of the other. The new branches of knowledge
that are formed advance the progress of technology in the maritime sector. By Tom Scott

This article takes a closer look at the
innovations originating from two such
cooperative partnerships. The first is
between naval architectural and
engineering company C-Job and
software design house NAPA, and the
second is between automation
specialist Bachmann Electronic and
closed-loop control specialist
Controllab.

vessel in question. “Cargo capacity
and fuel consumption are important
for a container vessel, and bollard pull
and maneuverability are key aspects
of tug design,” says Thijs Muller, lead
research & development at C-Job
Naval Architects. “You can change the
parameters to fit the project
requirements. They can be fixed
parameters such as a payload or
deadweight. Or they can be variable
Optimizing ship design
C-Job first started working with NAPA like the length of the vessel. A key
point, however, is that we can
in 2009. In the last decade the two
generate concept designs within
companies have worked on various
shorter time spans and evaluate a
projects together, one of the most
larger design space.”
notable being Accelerated Concept
Design. This is a design optimization The cooperation with Bachmann
method that automatically checks the enabled Controllab to apply its digital
twin technology for the offshore
operational feasibility of multiple
access gangway of SMST.
design variations during the initial
stages of the ship design (the concept Win-win situation
design stage). Accelerated Concept
“With traditional methods the
Design uses genetic and steered
outcome of ship design is typically
algorithms to create progressive
based on past experience,” explains
generations of designs, each more
Jan Furustam, sales director at NAPA.
efficient than the previous generation. “Therefore improvements based on
It is a technique that can be modified this learning-from-the-past method is
depending on the function of the
MARITIME TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
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a step-by-step process. Accelerated
Concept Design not only reduces
lead-time, but makes it possible for
the designer to evaluate a vastly
larger design space – with
combinations of design parameters –
compared to traditional ways of working. This significantly increases the
efficiency in terms of economics,
safety and environmental parameters
and results in better and more
efficient ship designs.
“There are new possibilities arising
every day for using computational
power in ship design – bringing trends
such as big data, AI and optimization
software to the maritime industry,”
adds Furustam. “For us as a software
product company, C-Job is a perfect
match to develop and market
a software solution with them. This
optimization-driven design using multi
-objective genetic algorithms has been
around for decades, but this has
always been at an academic level.
Accelerated Concept Design is turning
this into a really practical tool in ship
design. Therefore it is a win-win
situation for both of us. We get to
evaluate and develop our software,
and they get to use new tools to increase the efficiency of their process.”

Reducing TCO
In addition to generating designs in a
shorter period of time, Accelerated
Concept Design has the potential to
reduce a vessel’s capital expenses
(largely defined by its weight) and
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Cooperation with an external party
Breeds Innovation in the Maritime
Industry

be used during the operational phase
of a dynamic system. “This could be if a
shipping company wants to see how its
The foundation of this particular
fleet is performing over a long period.
cooperative relationship is the way
Or it could be more short-term, using
Bachmann’s PLC control systems work real system data in a simulation to
with Controllab’s 20-sim software. This investigate how that system can
software works as a simulation
operate more efficiently. We can carry
package for dynamic systems including out this process within a matter of
electrical, mechanical or hydraulic parts hours.”
or combinations of these. Controllab
C-Job Naval Architects and NAPA work
CEO Christian Kleijn gives the details: together with Accelerated Concept
“A Bachmann controller in the
Design. This graph shows the trade-off
propulsion system of a ship, for
between the two parameters of weight
example, sends back a lot of data. Our and resistance. The optimum designs
software uses these data to create a
lie on the so-called pareto frontier.
‘digital twin’, a digital version of this
Technical solutions
system.”
Bachmann’s relationship with
The strategic partnership between
Nedmag and Timab Magnesium aims to Controllab demonstrates how two
independent companies can work
development and market the use of
together, but still keep focused on their
magnesium hydroxide in marine
core businesses. “We can concentrate
scrubber systems.
on providing the most stable and up-toHardware in the loop
date framework with the newest
One important advantage of the digital multicore processors to enable
twin is the fact that it allows testing in powerful real-time performance,” says
Digital twins
a simulated environment, also known Joeri ten Napel key account manager
The second example of cooperation
as Hardware-In-the-Loop. “HIL testing maritime at Bachmann.
leading to innovation involves
is the ideal way to let all sorts of
Bachmann Electronic and Controllab.
things go wrong with the system
The software behind
The two companies have worked
without hazarding the people involved
Accelerated Concept
together since 2011 and made the
in the real system,” explains
Design executes the
decision to seal to technical partnership Controllab CTO Paul Weustink. “Our
repetitive and laborin 2014. “This was simply a letter from work with cranes or offshore access
intensive tasks, so
the management – there was no
gangways are good examples of this.
formal agreement because a signature HIL testing allows us to test a lot of
the naval architect
is enough. Trust is the basis of this
has more free time to
different scenarios in a short amount
relationship,” states Ronald Epskamp of time.”
concentrate on the
manager business unit maritime at
HIL testing is also relevant when
innovative and
Bachmann. “In this way, we work
talking about destructive testing,
creative
aspects of
independently from each other while
which is both expensive and associated
ship design
still completing some very exciting
with the all too real issue of safety. To
projects together, contributing to the this end Controllab can carry out up to
development and application of
200 destructive tests per day at their in
technology in the maritime sector. It is -house HIL facilities.
For many maritime companies,
a very nice way of working.”
cooperation with an external
operational expenses (determined by
its operational efficiency). Muller
continues: “This cooperative research
with NAPA allows for radical
innovations leading to reducing total
cost of ownership while removing
uncertainty from the whole ship design
and construction process – giving our
clients confidence in the ship and
reducing the risks.”
Because the software behind
Accelerated Concept Design executes
the repetitive and labor-intensive
tasks, this frees up more time of the
naval architect to concentrate on the
innovative and creative aspects of ship
design. Take this idea a step further
and it can point the designer into a
certain design direction where
improvements can be found. “It can
serve as an inspiration to consider
more ‘out-of-the-box’ designs – ones
that may perform better than the
original idea,” concludes Muller.

“We have much more traction
together”

“A nice way of working”

The concept of the digital twin can also
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party is a perfect way to develop
innovative products and ideas .
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Cooperation with an external party
Breeds Innovation in the Maritime
Industry

Accelerated Concept Design has
the potential to reduce a vessel’s
capital expenses (largely defined
by its weight) and operational
expenses (determined by its
operational efficiency)
“And Controllab’s knowledge allows
them to support their clients’ specific
applications. When we work together,
their insight into our products is really
worthwhile for our shared clients. It
also means that we can help our
clients much quicker – we have much
more traction together. We can quickly
translate our clients’ vision into an
applicable technical solution.”

This relates to the sales force and
global supply chain. To ensure worldwide availability of MH53S MARE, it is
important to use distribution channels
already set up and to develop smart
logistic solutions for new prospects.
- What is the result of this cooperative
relationship?
A lot of activities have been initiated
since the cooperation between NEDMAG and TIMAB MAGNESIUM became
Scrubber innovations
effective. Intensive contacts with the
In March 2019, Magnesium Producers main shipping lines, engineering
NEDMAG and TIMAB MAGNESIUM
companies, etc. have resulted in
announced a strategic partnership to several projects to convert to MH53S
development and market the use of
MARE and to optimise the use of this
magnesium hydroxide in marine
new alkali source.
scrubber systems. The product that the - How does this fit in to scrubber
two companies developed, called
operations?
MH53S MARE, aims to offer vessel
MH53S MARE is a stable suspension
owners, operators and crews a safe
with a different rheology compared to
and cost effective alkali source for
traditional alkalis such as caustic soda.
their scrubber operations. NEDMAG
To make the use of MH53S MARE a
sales manager Henk van den Berg
success, it is important to understand
discusses the benefits of this
the specific properties of this product.
cooperative partnership in which
By installing the right type of pump
TIMAB MAGNESIUM handles the
and recirculation circuit, it is proven
distribution to the maritime industry, that the use of MH53S MARE reduces
and NEDMAG supports the
the operational costs significantly.
development of this environmentally Furthermore, MH53S MARE is a nonfriendly solution from a technical point hazardous material, which contributes
of view.
positively to crew safety.
- What were the motivations for NED- - What is the impact of your
MAG to work with TIMAB
cooperative relationship on the
MAGNESIUM?
maritime market?
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After several years of successful use of
MH53S MARE on board several vessels,
NEDMAG and TIMAB MAGNESIUM are
proud to bring this solution to the
industry on a global scale. By
combining their strengths, the two
partners aim at improving further
technical support as well as optimizing
supply chain options available to every
single vessel operator, all over the
world. Moreover, production capacity
at Nedmag has already been doubled
in 2018, with an additional expansion
planned to support the industry’s
growing demand.

Maritime Holland Magazine Issue
2, 2019
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TradeLens blockchain-enabled digital
shipping platform continues expansion
with addition of major ocean carriers
JULY 2020

DIGITAL PLATFORMS

Rapid adoption of TradeLens across the global shipping supply chain
continues as Hapag-Lloyd and Singapore-based Ocean Network Express (ONE) Pte. Ltd
announced they will join the blockchain-enabled digital
shipping platform, jointly developed by A.P. Moller - Maersk and IBM

Hapag-Lloyd and ONE, the world's fifth
and sixth largest carriers respectively,
join CMA CGM and MSC Mediterranean
Shipping Company, both of which
recently announced they are joining
TradeLens. With these additions, the
scope of the platform now extends to
more than half of the world’s ocean
container cargo.
“Expanding digital collaboration is
critical to the evolution of the
container shipping industry,” said
Martin Gnass, Managing Director Information Technology at Hapag-Lloyd.
“TradeLens has made significant
progress in launching a much-needed
transformation in the industry,
including its partnership model. Now,
with five of the world’s six largest
carriers committed to the platform,
not to mention many other ecosystem
participants, we can collectively
accelerate that transformation to
provide greater trust, transparency
and collaboration across supply chains

and help promote global trade.”
The addition of these two global carriers will help drive further adoption of
TradeLens around the world now that
TradeLens customers have access to
major carriers in all three leading
global vessel sharing alliances on the
platform. With an already significant
presence in Asia, ONE is further
strengthening and expanding its
coverage through joint cooperation
with TradeLens to help meet the
challenging demands of the crucial
Asia market. “We believe this
innovative approach based on open
standards and open governance can
benefit the entire industry while
ultimately benefitting our customers
who rely on the world’s shipping
industry to transport global container
volume of more than 120 million TEU
across international borders each
year,” said Noriaki Yamaga, Managing
Director, Corporate & Innovation,
Ocean Network Express.
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“The opportunities to drive greater
innovation across the shipping supply
chain are enormous and we are
excited about the opportunity to
provide our leadership and insight to
help the platform continue to
evolve.” TradeLens was launched to
help modernize the world’s supply
chain ecosystems.

“Expanding digital
collaboration is
critical to the
evolution of the
container shipping
industry,”
Martin Gnass,
Managing
Director
Information
Technology at
Hapag-Lloyd.
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Many of the processes for transporting
and trading goods are costly, in part,
due to manual and paper-based
systems. Replacing these peer-to-peer
and often unreliable information
exchanges, the platform enables
participants to digitally connect, share
information and collaborate across the
shipping supply chain ecosystem.
“The addition of more leading carriers
to TradeLens will help global supply
chain customers expand and explore
the benefits of digitization and deliver
new opportunities to the increasing
number of TradeLens ecosystem
participants across the global supply
chain.
As a neutral industry platform,
TradeLens offers supply chain
visibility, ease of documentation and
the potential of introducing new
products on top of the platform.
These attributes bring new
opportunities for the Maersk
transformation towards becoming an
end-to-end container logistics company
improving the experience and services
we offer the customers,” said Vincent
Clerc, Chief Commercial Officer, A.P.
Moller - Maersk.
Members of TradeLens gain
a comprehensive view of their data
and can collaborate as cargo moves

TradeLens blockchain-enabled digital
shipping platform continues expansion
with addition of major ocean carriers

around the world, helping create a
transparent, secured, immutable
record of transactions. The attributes
of blockchain technology are ideally
suited for large networks of disparate
partners. Blockchain establishes a
shared, immutable record of all the
transactions that take place within a
network and enables permissioned
parties access to secured data in real
time.
“Blockchain for the enterprise is
solving previously unsolvable
problems,” said Bridget van Kralingen,
Senior Vice President, Global
Industries, Clients, Platforms & Blockchain, IBM. “Through improved trust,
simplicity and improved insight into
Shipwaves, an industry-leading
provenance, blockchain solutions such
digital freight forwarder, has
as TradeLens are delivering proven
joined Maersk-IBM developed
value across business processes for our TradeLens platform, Through
this linkage, Shipwaves will be
clients and their ecosystems. Massive
able to provide timely end-tonew efficiencies in global trade are
end supply chain visibility,
now possible and we’re seeing similar
secured sharing of digital
shipping
documents, and data
effects across the food industry,
directly
from
partners. This will
mining, trade finance, banking and
enable the forwarder to improve
other industries where the value of
efficiency and decrease
operational costs by
blockchain is more apparent than ever
a
significant margin.
before."
Additionally, the smart-contract
Hapag-Lloyd and ONE will each
based workflows will automate
operate a blockchain node, participate
and digitize multi-party
interactions, which will result in
in consensus to validate transactions,
improved efficiency.
host data, and assume a critical role of

The TradeLens platform has been jointly developed by Maersk and IBM. TradeLens is an
open and neutral industry platform underpinned by blockchain technology and
supported by major players across the global shipping industry. The platform promotes
the efficient, transparent and secure exchange of information in order to foster greater
collaboration and trust across the global supply chain.
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acting as Trust Anchors, or
validators, for the network. Both
companies will be represented on
the TradeLens Advisory Board,
which will include members across
the supply chain to advise on
standards for neutrality and
openness.
TradeLens brings together data
from the entire global supply chain
ecosystem including shippers, port
operators and shipping lines. It also
aims to modernise manual and paper-based documents, replacing
them with blockchain enabled
digital solutions.
TradeLens provides visibility across
the entire supply chain, from booking to clearance to payments and is
built on a wealth of input from the
industry including direct
integrations ports and terminals
customs authorities around the
world and an increasing number of
intermodal providers.

TradeLens blockchain-enabled digital
shipping platform continues expansion
with addition of major ocean carriers

As a neutral industry platform, TradeLens
offers supply chain visibility, ease of
documentation and the potential of
introducing new products on top of the
platform".

www.tradelens.com
“ the broadened geographic scope of
the platform provides new opportunities
for TradeLens ecosystem participants to
innovate and develop digital offerings on
the platform,”
Vincent Clerc,
CEO of ocean and logistics, A.P.
Moller - Maersk.
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The many benefits of Cyber Security
Policy 2020
JAN 2020

SPOT NEWS

In internet language, data is the gold of the future. Why gold? Because this data can be
the very essence to those seeking information used for any particular work. The amount of
useful details that this data can provide is astounding.
data in public and private sector. A
harmonious bringing together
between these two sectors can be
created.
This co-ordination is the most
vital for internet safety, apart from
better co-ordination between
ministries looking into myriad sides
of cybersecurity, important
infrastructure safety and partnership
between the two sectors. Worldwide,
We are living one’s life (professional many countries allocate millions of US
and personal) online. While the
dollar for cybersecurity , Looking at
internet has made life easier, it also its growing importance.
has brought its fair share of issues
Of course, data mining companies will
which if ignored, could prove to be
be in a tight spot who up till now,
too costly. One such issue is data
never paid taxes for it. Once the
which is anything that is shared
policy comes into the picture, taxes
online and is vital for you.
obtained from them on data control
And yet, this is one area in which
and flow becomes an income for the
most neglect or just do not give
government. That is why the policy
importance. The attention given to it will change the scenario.
is appalling. Even more appalling is
These are among the benefits this
the lack of proper approach execution policy:
with regards Information Security.
Overall security: Private IT sector
This is done for saving money. But all companies should make compulsory
security policy while dealing with
these tactics fail to cover the latent
online customers using their
damage it might cause now and in
platform. Though not a cheap serfuture.
vice, the citizens using these platIn this light, we need to focus on
forms deserve it.
Cyber Security Policy (to be
Helping economy: This policy will
implemented in 2020). The most
boost the economy. It will be a good
beneficial policy for everyone
way to earn from the data mining
right from citizens to businesses. In
companies with taxes. Since data
internet safety, the things it covers
mining means business growth,
are critical infrastructure including
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making it a money- making prospect
is a bright idea, along with improving
cybersecurity.
Apart from the taxes, this policy will
secure citizens’ cyber world and create a protected online environment
for IT companies who in turn, will
make the citizen’s cyber world secure.
Further, cyber threats can be curbed
better by making it tough for hackers. The policy will boost critical
defense infrastructures and make
them at par with global safety
measures.

Computer Express

For both public and
private sector
companies, data
protection and its
inherent protection
budget is not worth
the attention.
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The Way Facebook detects harmful
content using AI systems
FEB 2020

SPOT NEWS

For effective content moderation, Facebook is relying on three aspects of technology to
transform its content review process across its family of apps.

The first aspect is called ‘Proactive
Detection’ where Artificial intelligence
(AI) can detect violations across a
wide variety of areas without relying
on users to report content to Facebook, often with greater accuracy
than reports from users.
“This helps us detect harmful content
and prevent it from being seen by
hundreds or thousands of people,” the
company said in a statement.
‘Automation’ is the second aspect
where AI systems have automated
decisions for certain areas where
content is highly likely to be
violating.
“Automation also makes it easier to
take action on identical reports, so
our teams don’t have to spend time
reviewing the same things multiple
times.
These systems have become even
more important during the Covid-19
pandemic with a largely remote
content review workforce,” said Jeff
King, Director Product Management,
Integrity at Facebook.

Violations.
The third aspect is ‘Prioritization’
Instead of simply looking at reported Computer Express
content in chronological order, AI
prioritizes the most critical content to
be reviewed, whether it was reported
Based on the
to Facebook or detected by its
statistics, Facebook
proactive systems.
is the leading
“This ranking system prioritizes the
social
content that is most harmful to users
platform, reaching
based on multiple factors such as
60.6 percent of
vitality, severity of harm and
internet
likelihood of violation,” King added.
users (Facebook,
However, Facebook admitted there
2018). the bulk of
are still areas where it’s critical for
Facebook’s
people to review the content.
revenue comes
“For example, discerning if someone
from
is the target of bullying can be
advertisements.
extremely nuanced and contextual. In
In Q1 of 2020, the
addition, AI relies on a large amount
company brought
of training data from reviews done by
in $17.44 billion in
our teams in order to identify
ad revenue
meaningful patterns of behavior and
(Facebook, 2020).
find potentially violating content.”
That puts its
For reviewing violations like spam,
average
revenue
Facebook said it is going to use its
per user at $6.95.
automated systems first to review
more content across all types of
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The role of technology in fighting
deadly pandemics like coronavirus
MAY 2020

SPOT NEWS

In a global pandemic, technology tools are vital weapons for effectively monitoring and
controlling disease outbreaks, as humans simply cannot operate and match the scale and
speed at what AI powered machines can operate.

Every disaster has a lesson for us, and
if we do not take lessons from
history, history more than often
repeats itself. While many countries
had the experience of handling
natural disasters like tsunamis and
floods regularly, no country has never
been exposed to a pandemic like
coronavirus. Since the outbreak
started, more than 1,25,000 cases
have been reported globally.
World countries can take a cue from
China, which has heavily used
technology to fight the deadly
coronavirus. For example, China is
using drones that allow its
authorities to scan through large
crowds. Drones are equipped with
thermal imaging and can quickly
detect people who have a fever.
Chinese giant, Baidu has developed
an AI-powered non-contact infrared
sensor system that has been used in
places like railway stations to quickly
detect a person suspected of a fever.
To ensure that health caretakers are
not put at risk, China has also
deployed robots and drones to

remotely disinfect hospitals and
deliver food. In some places,
ultraviolet disinfection robots are
being deployed by hospitals to kill
airborne and surface bacteria viruses.
Autonomous or self-driving vehicles
have also proved to be a big help in
helping the fight against coronavirus.
In China, a self-driving startup called
Neolix, has deployed nearly 200 tiny
robotic vehicles to deliver medical
supplies as well as food to health
workers.
In Taiwan, officials have
integrated the national health
insurance database with its
immigration and customs database to
quickly identify high risk individuals
based on individual doctor visits and
travel history.
These individuals were also tracked
through their mobile phones to
ensure that high risk individuals were
quarantined at home.
In China, a medical AI firm, inferVISION, has deployed its solution to
help imaging departments quickly
give a diagnosis.

As the outbreak
has put
severe
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pressure, the AI solution is helping
hospitals with limited medical
resources to quickly screen out
suspected coronavirus infected
patients for further diagnosis and
treatment.
Similarly, Alibaba has claimed that its
new AI algorithm can detect the
coronavirus in CT scans with 96 per
cent accuracy within just 20 seconds.
Mobile apps have tracking
capabilities, and authorities are using
it to prevent the spread of the
disease. South Korea, for example,
which has become one of the
countries to be affected the most with
more than 6,000 cases, has developed
a smartphone app to monitor
quarantined citizens. These citizens
will be monitored for symptoms and
tracked to make sure that they stay
at home. In China, citizens can install
an app that gives a red, yellow or
green code to indicate the level of
risk.
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Covid-19 led to rise in DDoS
cyber-attacks globally in Q2
AUG 2020

SPOT NEWS

The Covid-19 pandemic led to a rise in the number of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks globally in the second quarter this year that saw a three-fold increase in
comparison to the same period last year, a new report said on Thursday August 13, 2020.

According to the global cybersecurity
firm Kaspersky, the rise in malicious
activity can be attributed to the
impact of Covid-19, as both
cybercriminals and their targets have
had to reconsider their summer plans.
The number of attacks “Kaspersky
DDoS Protection” detected and
blocked in Q2 was 217 per cent higher
than in the same period last year .
Also, the number of attacks in Q2
slightly increased in comparison to
the first quarter this year.
A DDoS attack is an attempt to make
an online service unavailable by overwhelming it with traffic from multiple sources.
This year, people have not been able
to enjoy a normal holiday season as
many regions have kept Covid-19
lockdown measures in place.
“This has left more people than usual
still depending on online resources for
both personal and work-related
activities, making this summer a busy
period for online businesses and
information resources.
“As a result, we saw unprecedented

activity in the DDoS market. And so
far, there is no reason to predict a
decline,” said Alexey Kiselev,
Business Development Manager on
the Kaspersky DDoS Protection team.
Usually, the number of DDoS attacks
varies depending on the season.
The beginning of the year usually
sees a higher amount of DDoS as it is
a peak season for business. In late
spring and summer, the number of
attacks begin to decrease.
For example, the number of attacks in
Q2 2019 fell by 39 per cent compared
to figures for Q1 2019, and in 2018
the difference between the two
quarters was 34 per cent.
However, the Covid-19 pandemic
changed this scenario Broadly, the
average number of attacks registered
daily in the second quarter increased
by almost 30 per cent compared to
what happened in Q1.
Also, the biggest number of attacks
per day was almost 300 in Q2 (on
April 9), while in Q1, the record was
242 attacks.
Organizations must maintain web
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The number of attacks
“Kaspersky DDoS
Protection” detected
and blocked in Q2 was
217 % higher than in
the same period last
year .Also, the number
of attacks in Q2 slightly
increased in
comparison to the first
quarter this year.
the number of attacks
in Q2 2019 fell by 39 %
compared to figures for
Q1 2019, and in 2018
the difference between
the two quarters was

34 %.
Due to Coronavirus. the
average number of
attacks registered daily
in the second quarter
increased by almost 30
% compared to Q1

resources operations by assigning
specialists who understand how to
respond to DDoS attacks“.They must
also be prepared to respond out-ofhours, during evenings and weekends,” said the report “Validate third
-party agreements and contact
information – including those made
with internet service providers. This
helps teams quickly access
agreements in case of an attack”, the
report added.
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U.S. Navy, NOAA Strike Deal to
Fast-Track Unmanned Maritime
Systems
AUG 2020

OCEANOGRAPHY

The advent of autonomy in the maritime and subsea space has received a significant boost
with the announcement that a pair of U.S. government titans, the United States Navy and
NOAA, have inked an deal to jointly expand the development and operations of unmanned maritime systems.

NOAA scientist operates an autonomous surface
vehicle in the Port of Gulfport, Miss., during the
Commander, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography
Command’s Advanced Naval Technology Exercise on
Nov. 6, 2019, to test and evaluate new maritime
technologies. (CNMOC)

“With the strengthening of our
ongoing partnership with the Navy,
NOAA will be better positioned to
transition unmanned maritime
technologies into operational
platforms that will gather critical
environmental data that will help
grow the American Blue Economy,”
said retired Navy Rear Adm. Tim Gallaudet, Ph.D., assistant secretary of
commerce for oceans and atmosphere
and deputy NOAA administrator.
The Naval Meteorology and
Oceanography Command’s mission is
to define the physical environment
from the bottom of the ocean to the
stars to ensure the U.S. Navy has
freedom of action to deter aggression,
maintain freedom of the seas and win
wars. For over twenty years, Naval
Oceanography has been a global
pioneer in the development and use of
unmanned systems.
“This agreement lays the foundation
for collaboration, engagement and
coordination between NOAA and the

U.S. Navy that our nation has never
seen before,” said RDML John Okon,
commander, Naval Meteorology and
Oceanography Command. “It will help
us take advantage of each other’s
strengths to advance each of our strategic and operational mission priorities”.
The new agreement corresponds with
rapid expansion and innovation in the
use of unmanned systems across the
government, academia and private
enterprise. A timely example of how
NOAA and the Navy are working
together with unmanned systems is
the ocean unmanned glider project to
improve hurricane prediction. For the
third year, NOAA, the Navy, academia
and private industry are deploying
unmanned ocean gliders from the
Caribbean Sea to the eastern seaboard that demonstrate unmanned
maritime system’s observations can
improve hurricane intensity forecasts.
The new pact formalizes the
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Commercial Engagement Through
Ocean Technology Act of 2018, that
directs NOAA to coordinate with the
Navy on a wide range of functions
including research of emerging
unmanned technologies, protocols for
acquisition of these systems, and
sharing facilities for testing and
evaluation. It is an annex to the
broader NOAA and Navy Memorandum
of Agreement signed in 2013.

Marine Technology News

A timely example
of how NOAA and
USA Navy are
working
together with
unmanned
systems is the
ocean unmanned
glider project to
improve
hurricane
prediction
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BlueSATH floating wind platform
installed and commissioned in
Santander. Spain
AUG 2020

OFFSHORE ENERGY

Saitec Offshore Technologies' BlueSATH floating wind platform has been installed and
commissioned in its final deployment site in El Abra del Sardinero, Santander, Spain.

The BlueSATH was towed from Astander's Dock Pontejos towards its destination 800 meters away off the
Cantabrian coast. Once at the location,
the floating wind platform was
hooked-up to the already-laid mooring
lines.
Finally, Saitec Offshore said Monday,
commissioning offshore has
successfully been completed so the
turbine is ready to operate.
Testing will take place in a real sea
environment with the deployment of a
1:6 scaled prototype of a 10 MW wind
turbine using SATH floating
technology. SATH is short for Swinging
Around Twin Hull. The technology is
based on a twin-hull made of
modularly prefabricated and
subsequently braced concrete
elements. The float can align itself
around a single point of mooring
according to the wind and wave
direction.

"The location in El Abra del Sardinero
has been chosen due to its ideal
characteristics to carry out the tests as
it offers scaled conditions that perfectly adapted to BlueSATH platform,"
Saitech Offshore Technologies' said.
David Carrascosa, CTO Saitec Offshore
Technologies, said the operation was
"the definitive step to test the
technology in real conditions".
BlueSATH test results will be applied
to the next full-scale model named
DemoSATH (2MW).
A project that has the support of RWE
Renewables and that will be installed
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in the Basque Platform for Marine
Energies (BIMEP) in Armintza in 2021.
BlueSath features:

DemoSATH
Saitec Offshore Technologies and the
open sea test site Biscay Marine
Energy Platform (BiMEP) have signed a
contract to install Saitec's floating
wind foundation off the coast of the
Bilbao area in the North of Spain as
part of the project named DemoSATH.
The DemoSATH will test the first
floating wind foundation connected to
the Spanish grid using SATH
Technology.
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The float can align itself around a
single point of mooring according to
the wind and wave direction.
Marine operations are planned by the
end of 2021. Once connected to the
grid, DemoSATH is expected to supply
electricity to almost 2,000 homes.
With a 2MW wind turbine, the
structure, which will be approximately
30 meters wide and approximately 67
meters long, will be assembled in the
port of Bilbao. From there, it will be
towed to its anchorage point in
BiMEP, 2 miles off the coast where the
sea is about 85 meters deep.
BiMEP is a public company established
in 2011 for the development,
construction, operation, maintenance,
and management of an open sea testing centre. Owned by Basque Energy
Agency, EVE (75%) and Spanish
Ministry for Ecological Transition and
The Demographic Challenge through
the Institute for Diversification and
Energy Savings, IDAE (25%).
Luis González-Pinto, Chief Operations
Officer of Saitec Offshore Technologies
has said: “This real-scale

demonstrator is a massive step for us.
A major milestone that could be
considered as one of the most
challenging gates to go through in
order to achieve commercialization. As
if this was not enough, we have the
chance to develop this project in our
homeland using BiMEP testing area.
Basque Country has a very active
industry on the offshore wind sector,
and we think that this project could
become the spearhead for the Basque
floating wind sector”.
David Carrascosa, Chief Technical
Officer of Saitec Offshore
Technologies, has declared:
“DemoSATH Project will not only focus
on technological validation, it will also
prove the local content potential of
SATH’s manufacturing as a result of
the combination of both civil
construction and offshore supply
chains. We estimate that at least 70%
of the contracting budget will be
awarded to the local industry”.
The main aim of the project is to
analyze the technology's behavior
under real operational and extreme
conditions, collect data, and gain reallife knowledge from the construction,
operation, and maintenance of the
unit. The pilot project will last 3 and a
half years: 18 months for the planning
and construction of the plant, followed by a two-year operating phase.
The ultimate objective is to gather
experience to implement
improvements and optimizations to
future commercial projects.

SATH Technology
(Swinging Around
Twin Hull)
Is based on a twin
hull made of
modularly
prefabricated and
subsequently
braced concrete
elements.
The pilot project
will last 3 and a
half years: 18
months for the
planning and
construction of the
plant, followed by
a two-year
operating phase.
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Hybrid-Electric Propulsion for
Crew-less Vessels
AUG 2020

OFFSHORE ENERGY

The move to autonomy on the world's waterways is undeniable, with the direction clear,
the pace hazy. What is clear is the need for reliable, fuel efficient propulsion.

Last month Torqueedo announced a
deal to provide hybrid-electric
propulsion systems to power
XOCEAN’s XO-450 USV, a customdesigned composite wave-piercing
catamaran about the length of
a typical automobile.
XOCEAN is embarked on a mission to
to transform the way subsea data is
collected, and the three-year-old
company based in Ireland provides
turnkey underwater data acquisition
services with its growing fleet of
innovative unmanned surface vessels
(USVs) which deliver an unprecedented
combination of safety, versatility,
efficiency and productivity.
The XOCEAN vessel is powered by a
pair of Torqeedo Cruise 2.0 electric
pod drives, with a Power 24-3500
lithium-ion battery and a lightweight
micro-generator. Solar panels on deck
provide efficient recharging during

daylight hours. The two electric
thrusters are controlled separately to
adjust the speed on each side, steering the boat on the desired course. A
pair of Torqeedo Ultralight outboards
at the bows enhance the vessel’s
station keeping abilities when
gathering data.
XOCEAN reports that the boat’s
operating range is 1,500 nautical
miles, providing up to 18 days of
mission endurance running 24/7. The
company currently has eight of the XO
-450 USVs in service with four more
vessels under construction to be added
to the fleet this year.
In a recent deployment, a XOCEAN XO450 USV completed a live seabed-toshore data harvesting mission from an
array of Sonardyne pressure
monitoring transponders at the Ormen
Lange natural gas field off the coast
of Norway. The 30 sensors measure
and record pressure, temperature and
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inclination data at the seafloor at 800
-1,100 meters depth. The USV
transited more than 160 nautical
miles from Kristiansund out to the
Ormen Lange field, spent 12 hours on
station retrieving data from the
sensors using an acoustic array and
completed the return trip to
Kristiansund in a total of just over
three days.
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Technology brings the best of things at your
doorstep
and in like manner ……
Damietta Port brings the best of maritime
services to your customers.
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